The Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity is a non-linear time series analysis metric that reflects the arising rate of new patterns along with the sequence. Thus, it captures its temporal sequence and, quite conveniently, it can be computed with short data segments. In the present work, a detailed analysis on LZ complexity is presented within the context of atrial fibrillation (AF) organization estimation. As the analysed time series depend on the original sampling rate (fs), we evaluated the relationship between LZ complexity and fs. Furthermore, different implementations of LZ complexity were tested. Our results show the usefulness of LZ complexity to estimate AF organization and suggest that the signals from a terminating paroxysmal AF group are more organized (i.e. less complex) than those from the non-terminating paroxysmal AF group. However, the diagnostic accuracy was not as high as that obtained with sample entropy (SampEn), another non-linear metric, with the same database in a previous study (92% vs. 96%). Nevertheless, the LZ complexity analysis of AF organization with sampling frequencies higher than 2048 Hz, or even its combination with SampEn or other non-linear metrics, might improve the prediction of spontaneous AF termination.
Introduction
Non-linear analysis of physiological signals has proven to be a valuable tool to obtain "hidden information" related to underlying mechanisms [1] , [2] . A non-linear analysis technique that has been used with that aim is Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity [3] . LZ complexity measure reflects the arising rate of new patters in a time series [4] . Hence, it could provide a way of estimating a time series structure or organization.
The organization estimation of atrial fibrillation (AF) is a relevant aspect in order to better understand its mechanisms. Although AF affects up to 1% of the general population [5] , [6] , its mechanisms are still unexplained [7] . Recently, the application of other non-linear metrics, like sample entropy (SampEn), has revealed information that could be used for a better treatment of the arrhythmia [8] [9] [10] .
In this pilot study we analysed AF organization with LZ complexity. As the time series depends on the original electrocardiogram (ECG) sampling rate (fs), we evaluated the changes in LZ complexity with different fs values. Furthermore, given that one needs to transform the original time series into a finite symbol sequence before LZ complexity calculation, the impact that different transformations have on the results was also studied. Given the fact that no method to generate AF signals with a priori controlled organization exists, the use of simulated signals is not possible. As a consequence, real AF signals with organization-dependent events were selected.
Material and Methods

Paroxysmal AF database
The analysed database consisted of fifty Holter recordings of 30 s from Physionet [11] . Two leads (II and V1) were available. The database included non-terminating AF episodes, which were observed to continue in AF for, at least, one hour following the end of the excerpt. We will refer to them as N group. Moreover, it also included AF episodes terminating immediately after the end of the extracted segment. These signals will be denoted as T group. In order to digitise the signals, a sampling rate of 128 Hz and 16-bit resolution were used. Nevertheless, the signals were also up-sampled to 1024 Hz to achieve a better alignment for QRST complex subtraction, as previously suggested [12] . This procedure is necessary if one wants to extract the atrial activity (AA) from surface ECGs. A cubic splines interpolation method was used due to its good performance [13] . After the AA extraction, the residual signal was down-sampled back to 128 Hz. V1 was chosen as it has been shown that AA is prevalent in this lead [14] . Furthermore, signals were preprocessed to improve their analysis. Baseline wander was removed with bidirectional high pass filtering (0.5 Hz cutoff frequency) [15] . Then, high frequency noise was reduced with an eighth order bidirectional IIR Chebyshev low pass filtering (cut-off frequency of 70 Hz) [16] . Finally, mains interference was removed with a notch filter, which preserves the ECG spectral information [17] .
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Lempel-Ziv complexity
Lempel and Ziv introduced the so called Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity measure for sequences of finite length in 1976 [3] . This metric provides a complexity measure in a onedimensional signal that can be calculated even for short data segments [18] . In addition, LZ complexity reflects the number of distinct substrings and the rate of their recurrence along the given sequence [4] . Larger LZ complexity values correspond to more complex time series.
In the biomedical signal processing field, this complexity metric has been used in the detection of ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation [18] , in the study of the brain function [19] , to characterize brain information transmission [20] or to quantify the depth of anaesthesia [21] , [22] , to mention just a few examples of its widespread use.
Before calculating LZ complexity, the signal must be transformed into a finite symbol sequence P. In this pilot study we have considered two different sequence conversion methods: a) 0-1 sequence conversion. The signal data were converted into a binary sequence (i.e. a 0-1 sequence) by comparison with a threshold. We called that binary sequence P = s(1), s(2),, s(n), with s(i) defined by [21] :
We considered two different thresholds, the median value and the mean. Although partitioning about the median is robust to outliers [23] , for the sake of comparison we have also considered the mean. b) 0-1-2 sequence conversion. In this conversion method we need two different thresholds to transform the original signal into a 0-1-2 sequence. In order to estimate them, we calculated the mean x mean , the median x median , maximum x max and minimum x min for each time series. The thresholds were defined as T d1 = x mean -|x min |/16, T d2 = x mean + |x max |/16 when using the mean [21] , and as T d1 = x median -|x min |/16 and T d2 = x median + |x max |/16 when using the median. The data were then converted into a 3 symbol
Once the original signal has been transformed into a finite symbol sequence P, this is scanned from left to right for both conversion methods and a complexity counter c(n) is increased by one unit every time a new subsequence of consecutive characters is encountered. A detailed algorithm explaining how is c(n) computed can be found in [18] , [21] , [22] .
However, the c(n) value might vary with the sequence length. Thus, in order to obtain a complexity measure independent of the sequence length, c(n) should be normalized. It has been proven [3] that the upper bound of c(n) is given by:
where n is the length of the sequence,  is the number of different symbols in the symbol set and  n is a small quantity and
and c(n) can be then normalized via b(n):
C(n) is the normalized LZ complexity. As this metric reflects the arising rate of new patterns within the sequence, it captures its temporal structure.
Strategy to estimate AF organization
In order to adequately estimate LZ complexity in surface ECG in AF, firstly the ventricular activity -which is of much greater amplitude than AA -has to be removed with a cancellation technique. With that aim, a QRST cancellation method was used, since only one lead was considered. The highest variance eigenvector of all the ECG beats was considered as the ventricular template for the cancellation. This QRST template provided a higher quality AA extraction in short AF recordings than the one obtained by averaging all the beats [24] . Since QRST morphology is affected by respiration, patient movement, etc., QRST residua and noise are often present in the extracted AA signal [14] . Thus, the main atrial wave (MAW) has to be extracted from the AA [25] .
It can be considered as the fundamental waveform associated to the AA. Its wavelength is the inverse of the AA dominant frequency (Figure 1 ) [26] .
To extract the MAW, one has to first compute the AA power spectral density. To that aim, Welch's periodogram (with a Hamming window of 4096 points in length, a 50% overlapping between adjacent windowed sections and a 8192-points Fast Fourier Transform) was used [27] . The dominant atrial frequency (DAF) was chosen as the highest amplitude frequency within the 3-9 Hz range [26] and the MAW was obtained by selective filtering of the AA centred on the DAF. A linear phase FIR filter was used to prevent distortion [28] . It was designed with the Chebyshev approximation, 3 Hz bandwidth and 768 coefficients [8] , [29] .
AF organization was estimated via the computation of the MAW LZ complexity. However, as the MAW length depends on the ECG sampling rate, for high fs, a low MAW time interval would be analysed, while the opposite also holds. Thus, the selection of a sampling rate as the one defined by the Nyquist criterion does not guarantee accurate organization estimation in AF. Hence, the MAW was down-sampled to 64 Hz or up-sampled to 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 Hz and LZ complexity of the resulting time series was computed. Since the original sampling frequency was 128 Hz, a cubic splines method was used when interpolation was needed.
Differences between the LZ complexity values of the MAW from terminating and non-terminating AF episodes were evaluated with Kruskal-Wallis test for all fs values. Differences were considered statistically significant when p-value < 0.01. Additionally, the discriminative abilities of paroxysmal AF termination for the different LZ complexity implementations were calculated with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. A ROC curve is a graphical representation of the trade-offs between sensitivity (here the proportion of non-terminating paroxysmal AF episodes correctly detected) and specificity (percentage of terminating episodes properly identified for the spontaneous AF termination prediction). Accuracy was the number of terminating and nonterminating AF episodes correctly classified.
Results
It can be noticed that the non-terminating paroxysmal AF group is characterized by more complex signals than the terminating one, i.e. the LZ complexity values are higher. Statistically significant differences between the LZ complexity values of both groups for sampling frequencies over 256 Hz were found in all cases but the two symbol conversion with the median as threshold. Furthermore, for larger sampling frequencies, LZ complexity is lower, something that suggests a more regular or organized signal. Tables 5, 6 , 7 and 8 summarise the classification results, namely specificity, sensitivity and accuracy. Moreover, the LZ complexity value that maximizes accuracy is also included. The discriminative differences between subsets increase with the sampling frequency. Accuracy was over 70% in all cases where statistically significant differences were found. It is noteworthy that it reached a maximum value of 92% when the sampling frequency was 2048 Hz and LZ complexity was computed with a three symbol conversion and the median as threshold. On the contrary, for fs ≤ 128 Hz, a very limited predictive ability was obtained for the different LZ complexity implementations.
Discussion
About 18% of paroxysmal AF degenerates into persistent AF in less than 4 years [30] and there are quite serious risks associated to the latter, such as thrombus formation predisposition within the atria, which can cause stroke or any other thromboembolic events [31] . As appropriate interventions may terminate the arrhythmia and prevent chronification of AF, early prediction of paroxysmal AF maintenance is of vital importance. On the other hand, the prediction of spontaneous AF termination could avoid unnecessary therapy, reduce the associated clinical costs, and improve the patient's quality of life.
In a recent study the prediction of spontaneous AF termination with SampEn was achieved with a diagnostic accuracy of 96% [32] . In this pilot study we wanted to evaluate if that prediction could be improved with a different non-linear analysis technique, namely LZ complexity, whilst at the same time testing the different parameters that play a role in the computation of this metric. For sampling frequencies lower than 128 Hz, LZ complexity does not reflect significant differences between the terminating and non-terminating patients. This also happened when the same database was analysed with SampEn [32] and suggests that the sampling frequency should be at least 256 Hz in order to accurately estimate AF organization. Nevertheless, an important difference between this study and [32] is that the diagnostic accuracy of LZ complexity increases with the sampling frequency, irrespective of the use of a 2 or 3 symbol conversion and the mean or median as threshold. The best results were obtained with 2048 Hz. This could imply that more accurate information about MAW evolution over time could be obtained with a higher sampling frequency, something that could also be related Table 2 . Mean and SD of LZ complexity with a two symbol conversion and the mean as threshold for non-terminating and terminating paroxysmal AF. The p-value is also included. Significant differences (p-value < 0.01) are marked with an asterisk. fs Table 3 . Mean and SD of LZ complexity with a three symbol conversion and the median as threshold for non-terminating and terminating paroxysmal AF. The p-value is also included. Significant differences (p-value < 0.01) are marked with an asterisk. fs with the fact that LZ complexity shows that time series are more organized when fs is higher. With respect to the number of symbols used in LZ complexity evaluation, the best diagnostic accuracy was obtained with 3 (92%). Previous studies claimed that a two symbol sequence conversion was enough to study the dynamic complexity of a signal [4] , [19] , [20] . However, our results suggest that a three symbol conversion might give more detailed insight into the differences between the terminating and non-terminating paroxysmal AF groups. A possible explanation could be that more information from the MAW is kept during the coarsegraining process when a 0-1-2 conversion is used. However, results were not conclusive, as the second best diagnostic accuracy, only slightly lower than the previously mentioned one (90%), was obtained with a 2 symbol conversion. Results were not conclusive either regarding the use of the mean or the median as threshold in the symbol conversion procedure. Although the median is robust to outliers [23] , the use of the mean as threshold could be justified when they are not present. Further studies with a larger database are needed to elucidate which symbol conversion choice is optimal in order to compute LZ complexity in the context of AF organization and the prediction of spontaneous AF termination.
Some limitations of our study should be mentioned. First of all, the use of paroxysmal AF recordings sampled at a fixed rate of 128 Hz could be a problem. The upsampling process requires interpolation and this could provoke an underestimation of the analysed time series complexity with LZ complexity. Ideally, it would be better to digitise the recordings at different sampling rates and then calculate its LZ complexity. Nonetheless, it has been shown that the cubic splines interpolation method of AA did not have a significant impact on results obtained with SampEn [32] . Secondly, the accuracy values were estimated with the whole subsets, something that could cause problems like over-fitting and bias. In the future, leave-one-out cross validation could be used to prevent these problems.
Conclusion
We have shown the usefulness of LZ complexity to estimate AF organization. Our results suggest that the terminating paroxysmal AF group signals are more organized (i.e. less complex) than those from the nonterminating paroxysmal AF group. These results agree with invasive studies [33] , [34] . However, the diagnostic accuracy was not as high as in a previous study, where SampEn was used to analyse the same database (92% vs. 96%). Nevertheless, the LZ complexity analysis of AF organization with sampling frequencies higher than 2048 Hz, or even its combination with SampEn or other nonlinear metrics, might improve the prediction of spontaneous AF termination. Further studies are needed to address these questions.
